Invitation to the first SHAPES Dialogue Workshop, Online, 12 May 2020
Dear partners,
We are glad to invite you to the first SHAPES Dialogue Workshop, which will be held
on-line, on 12nd May 2020. This workshop is organized by Palacký University, SHAPES
partner leading WP2, with the support of AGE Platform Europe, leading WP10.
Despite all the circumstances, we will all virtually unite to inform about and promote the
innovation, values and goals of the SHAPES project. Now more than ever, we can
demonstrate that the SHAPES ecosystem of services not only increases the independence
and well-being of older adults, but also the population´s resilience at large to face specific
challenges to our health systems.
Anticipated by a month-long awareness campaign on its key topic, this first dialogue
workshop will introduce the Action, the Vision and Concept of the Platform and Ecosystem
and the SHAPES personas and use cases.
Short video presentations of the current key topics will open the workshop in the morning,
followed by on-line one-hour interactive workshops led by UP, CCS, Fraunhofen and
LAUREA.
In order to give everyone the chance to participate in each workshop, which will encompass
maximum 25 attendees, participants will be divided into four groups, and each workshop will
run four times, in parallel with the others. Presentations and workshops will be held in
English with subtitles and transcription.
In order to participate, please fill in this registration form (link) before 29 April 2020.
Moreover, get prepared for our exchanges: follow the first SHAPES "Awareness Raising"
campaign on Twitter and Facebook @H2020SHAPES.
We are looking forward to seeing you!

If you have any questions, please contact the workshop team
Coordinator: Markéta Pešoutová (UP)
Shapes.workshop@oushi.upol.cz
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